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a b s t r a c t

The operation of a pair of anode-to-anode-facing solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) via in situ catalytic par-
tial oxidation (CPO) of n-butane was investigated. In this simple “no-chamber” setup, butane is partially
oxidized by heterogeneous reactions inside the porous anodes, providing processed fuel and the heat
required for SOFC operation. The cell couple yielded a power density of up to 270 mW cm−2, and the
maximum total power obtained was 1.2 W with cell sizes of 13 mm × 23 mm. The maximum electri-
eywords:
olid oxide fuel cell (SOFC)
irect-flame fuel cell (DFFC)
atalytic partial oxidation (CPO)
igh volumetric power density

cal efficiency was 1.3%. High CO concentrations of up to 1000 ppm were detected in the exhaust gas,
indicating that the cell couple could not efficiently consume the complete provided fuel. A flame, lit at
the exhaust, minimized the carbon monoxide level while having insignificant influence on the cell per-
formance. Thermal insulation of the cell couple improved the output remarkably, showing the strong
influence of temperature on cell performance. The two cells had a distance of only 2 mm, suggesting a

tric p
ydrocarbon
eforming

potential for high volume
heat and power system.

. Introduction

The high fuel flexibility is a distinct advantage of the solid
xide fuel cell (SOFC) over other fuel cell types. However, upon
irect hydrocarbon operation at the anode without humidifica-
ion, it is difficult to completely prevent carbonaceous deposition,
hich deteriorates cell performance [1–4]. Even with humidified

uel, the stable operation window depends on a proper choice of
uel/oxidant ratio, cell polarization, anode material and fuel type
5], resulting in a relatively high complexity and an increased cost.
onsequently, direct utilization of hydrocarbons with the conven-
ional dual-chamber SOFC is still under development [5–13]. In
ome approaches, noble metals such as Pt and Ru were added to
he anode to promote the electrode performance and to suppress
he coking [11–13].

The single-chamber SOFC (SCFC) setup [14–21] is able to miti-

ate the carbon formation issue because premixed fuel–air is used
n its fueling system. Although its simple structure is advantageous,

highly selective electrode activity towards fuel and oxidant is
equired because the fuel–oxidant mixture is uniformly applied to

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +81 26 263 4605; fax: +81 26 263 3904.
E-mail address: michio horiuchi@shinko.co.jp (M. Horiuchi).
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ower densities in multi-cell configurations for a self-sustained combined
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both electrodes. Additionally, the fuel/air ratio must be strictly con-
trolled to be out of the explosion range [14]. SCFCs also require some
measure to heat the system to initiate cell reaction.

With the recently reported direct-flame type solid oxide fuel cell
(DFFC) [22–25], the anode is exposed directly to a flame whereas
the cathode breathes ambient air. The fuel-rich flame is used for
fuel partial oxidation and supplies the anode with hot H2/CO-rich
gases. Therefore, a high catalytic selectivity between the electrodes
is not necessary, and the risk of explosion is avoided. In spite of
its inherently limited efficiency due to fuel naturally consumed by
combustion, the DFFC is attractive since it represents a self-startable
and thermally self-sustained system in a simple “no-chamber”
geometry with low cost and high fuel flexibility.

The DFFCs reported so far had a simple planar membrane-
electrode assembly with the anode facing to a flame. However, to
obtain power at a practical level of hundreds of watts or more with
this structure, a cell having an unrealistically large area and a cor-
responding large flame will be needed. Alternatively, a multi-cell
cell geometry in which multiple cells are set in parallel to each
other can be considered. In this structure, it will be advantageous to

reduce the gap among cells as much as possible to achieve a higher
power density. This is however limited by an effect known as flame
quenching, that is, the extinction of a flame due to interaction with a
solid wall [26–28]. A flame will not burn within a gap between two
plane-parallel plates that is smaller than the quenching distance.

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:michio_horiuchi@shinko.co.jp
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2008.12.100
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup: (a) Electrical connection of cell couple, (b) base setup
M. Horiuchi et al. / Journal of

his phenomenon is generally attributed to the cooling of the reac-
ion zone by the wall and the removal of reactive intermediates by
urface deactivation or reaction. The quenching distance for almost
ll hydrocarbon/air flames is larger than 1 mm; for a stoichiomet-
ic n-butane/air flame it is around 2.5 mm, further increasing with
ncreasing fuel/air equivalence ratio [27]. In the context of multi-
ell DFFCs, this suggests that the distance between two cells should
e larger than 2.5 mm when a premixed n-butane flame is used as
fuel source. This might become a serious restriction to achieve a
igh power density.

Instead of using an open flame, fuel partial oxidation is also pos-
ible using a heterogeneous catalyst. This process is referred to as
atalytic partial oxidation (CPO); it is being widely investigated
ue its use for the production of synthesis gas from hydrocar-
ons [29,30]. CPO typically takes place at a noble metal mesh (e.g.,
latinum) with short contact time. Kendall et al. [32] proposed
pre-reforming ruthenium catalyst that is set at upstream and

rovides reformed fuel to a SOFC. However, typical SOFC porous
lectrode materials may also be active towards CPO. In a numerical
tudy of single-chamber SOFCs, Hao and Goodwin [31] showed that
ydrocarbon/air mixtures are rapidly converted inside the outer
egion of a porous Ni-based anode under heat release. The resulting
2/CO-rich gas mixture is then electrochemically oxidized close to

he porous anode/solid electrolyte interface. Thus, when operated
ith hydrocarbon/air mixtures, the porous anode has two func-

ionalities: first, partial oxidation of the hydrocarbon and second,
lectrochemical reaction of the CPO products. We may therefore
efer to the first process as in situ CPO.

In the present study, we propose to combine the simple “no-
hamber” geometry of a DFFC with the in situ CPO operation
rinciple of an SCFC. With this concept, the advantages of the DFFC
etup (simplicity, no electrode selectivity required) can be applied
ithin a multi-cell structure in which the cell-to-cell distance is not

imited by flame quenching. This potentially provides high volumet-
ic power density. We show investigations of the power generation
erformance of a cell couple in which the cells are placed parallel
o each other as a basic unit of a multi-cell structure.

. Experimental

.1. Cell preparation

A green sheet consisting of SDC (samarium doped ceria,
e0.8Sm0.2O2−ı, NexTech materials) powder was prepared through
all milling and doctor blade processes. The cathode (50 wt%
DC–50 wt% Sm0.5Sr0.5CoO3−ı) and anode (5 wt% Rh2O3–30 wt%
DC–65 wt% Co0.1Ni0.9O) pastes were screen-printed on respec-
ive faces of the SDC green sheet, followed by cutting this sheet
nto predetermined sizes. The obtained three layered rectangular
reen cells were then co-fired at 1200 ◦C for 2 h. Platinum meshes
ere buried into additional paste layers respectively formed on

ach electrode, and fired again at 1200 ◦C for 1 h. For some cells,
s an additional catalytic agent, platinum was applied onto the
node surface using a hexachloroplatinate aqueous solution (ca.
.7 mg cm−2).

No separate reduction process for the anode materials was per-
ormed. The anode became electroconductive as soon as in situ CPO
as initiated (cf. Section 3.1), suggesting that the reduction was

asily promoted by the hot reducing gas atmosphere.

.2. Experimental setup
A couple of the cells were connected in series so that their
nodes were set to face each other with a gap of approximately
mm as shown in Fig. 1a and b. Premixed n-butane and air in
arious ratios and inflow rates regulated by mass flow controllers
operated on in situ catalytic partial oxidation (CPO), (c) setup with flame lit on top
of the cell couple, (d) setup with thermal insulation.

were supplied from a thin nozzle (opening 0.5 mm × 10.0 mm, wall
thickness: 0.3 mm, nozzle height 6.0 mm). The nozzle was fixed on
a x–y–z adjustable fixture for continuous control of the distance
between the nozzle top and the cell couple. The air was synthesized
from desiccated nitrogen and oxygen, so that the gas mixture was
substantially dry. Effects of post-combustion above the cell couple
(Fig. 1c) and of thermal insulation (Fig. 1d) on the performance were
also investigated.

2.3. Characterization

The performance of the serially connected cells was measured
using an electronic load (Chroma ATE Smart Electronic Load 63006).
The temperature of the cathode surface was measured optically
by infrared pyrometry (NEC-Sanei Corp. Thermotracer TH7102MX).
Although an insertion of a thermocouple to the vicinity of the cell
couple causes the measured value to be affected, the cell temper-
ature was also determined by a thermocouple when the optical
method could not be applied. The carbon monoxide level in the
exhaust from the cell couple was monitored by the controlled
potential electrolysis method (Testo AG 325 M flue gas analyzer).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Initiation of in situ catalytic partial oxidation

A flame was lit on the burner nozzle with 400 ml min−1 of pre-
mixed 6.5% n-butane in air about 10 mm under a pair of cells, thus
pre-heating the cells. When the burner head was vertically shifted
closer to the cell less than ca. 2 mm, the flame extinguished. At the
same time, the cells started to glow slightly, and this state contin-
ued as long as the premixed gas was supplied. In this operation
state, CPO of the fuel takes place spontaneously inside the anodes,
sufficiently heating up the cells for electrochemical reactions.

In situ CPO could also be initiated with a flame formed on top of

the cell couple. In this case, the nozzle (without flame) was moved
directly under the cells, and a flame was lit above the cells (cf.
Fig. 1c). Because the gap between the cells was smaller than the
flame quenching distance (cf. Section 1), the flame burned stable
without flashback. This flame heated the upper parts of the cells to
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rapidly consumed on the cathode surface.
ig. 2. (a) Polarization curves obtained with 600 ml min−1 inflow rate of 6.5%, 8%,
0% n-butane/air mixtures, (b) dependence of maximum power on the fuel concen-
ration. Cells without Pt deposition, cell area 10 mm × 13 mm.

ed glow; this red area extended gradually to the entire cell area,
gain indicating CPO activity inside the anode.

CPO activity generally depends on the type and morphol-
gy (surface area) of the heterogeneous catalyst [29]. With
he present setup, in situ CPO was observed for cells with
o0.1Ni0.9O/SDC/Rh2O3 anodes both without and with additional
latinum deposition. It could not be observed for cells with only
NiO/SDC anode. Note that all anodes included a buried platinum
esh as current collector. These observations show that Rh2O3 is

ufficiently active as a CPO catalyst. While Co0.1Ni0.9O itself has
nsufficient CPO activity, it is required as electrocatalyst as well as
lectron conductor, allowing to transfer electrons to the current
ollector mesh. Although platinum is known as an excellent CPO
atalyst and actually the additional Pt deposition worked notably
o enhance CPO, the buried platinum mesh itself does not have a suf-
ciently large surface area to support CPO. This means that a mesh
s a current collector would not need to be made of platinum to
romote in situ CPO of the fuel, and hence any other less-expensive
etal such as stainless steels will be applicable as an appropriate
esh material.
Note that no visible carbon deposition was observed under all

onditions.

.2. Performance under various fueling conditions

Current–voltage behavior and power densities of 10 mm ×
3 mm cells without platinum deposition obtained respectively

ith 600 ml min−1 of 6.5%, 8% and 10% n-butane/air are shown

n Fig. 2a. The flammability limit of n-butane in air is in range of
.9–8.5%. Therefore, the gas mixtures are within the flammabil-
ty limit except for 10% n-butane/air. However, there is no risk of
Sources 189 (2009) 950–957

explosion within the gap between the cells because their distance
is below the quenching distance. While no distinctive dependence
of OCV (open circuit voltage, approximately 1.6 V) on the fuel
concentration was observed, the influence on power output was
obvious. A maximum power of 0.7 W was obtained with 8% n-
butane/air, corresponding to a power density of 270 mW cm−2. The
fuel concentration dependence of the maximum power is shown
in Fig. 2b. With increasing inflow butane concentration, the output
first increased and then slightly decreased again. This tendency is
similar to that reported for the direct-flame setup [23], although the
equivalence ratio at the peak power in the present study (� = 2.7)
differs from that observed with the direct-flame type (� = 1.5). In
Ref. [23] it was shown that cell temperature has a dominant influ-
ence on both OCV and maximum power. We believe that this is the
same case in the present setup, as cell temperature is likely to be
influenced by inflow composition.

By a bare flame from a lighter, a large flame could be lit with
the effluent gas from the cell couple (cf. Fig. 1c, flame height:
2–5 cm depending on inflow condition), indicating the existence
of a large volume of unused fuel. This suggests that the cell area
is too small for the amount of fuel supplied. Accordingly, larger
cells (13 mm × 23 mm) were prepared. The effect of inflow rate of
8%-premixed n-butane/air mixture on the cell output was investi-
gated with the larger cell couple at the same inter-cellular distance
as before. As shown in Fig. 3a, OCV decreased with an increase in
the inflow rate, likely due to an increase of the cell temperature. A
similar trend has also been reported in the direct-flame setup [24],
where it was observed that increasing temperature decreases the
OCV due to an increase in electronic conductivity of the ceria-based
electrolyte (cf. Section 3.4). In the present setup, by using infrared
pyrometry, increasing cell temperatures were observed with an
increase of the flow rate. The likely reason for this is that a higher
flow rate provides more fuel and, therefore, more thermal energy
can be released through CPO. This is the case despite the fact that
the contact time of the fuel with the catalyst decreases.

With all inflow rate conditions shown in Fig. 3a, a flame could
be formed on the cell couple (cf. Fig. 1c), indicating the unburnt
fuel residue still remains at a flammable level. The performance
characteristics obtained with such a coexisting flame are shown
in Fig. 3b. Comparison with Fig. 3a shows that the flame has only
a minor influence on the cell performance. The maximum power
is plotted versus inflow rate in Fig. 3c. The output increased with
an increase in the flow rate of up to approximately 1400 ml min−1

where a plateau-like behavior is observed; the maximum power
was ca. 1.1 W, corresponding to a power density of 180 mW cm−2.
Note that the absolute power is larger than the one obtained with
the smaller cells (Fig. 2), however the power density is smaller.

The results shown here show similar trends with regard to
fuel concentration and inflow rate as observed previously with the
direct-flame type setup [22–25]. Yet, the principle of fuel process-
ing is very different not only due to a difference in flow field (here:
fuel flow parallel to the anode, previous work: fuel flow perpen-
dicular the anode) but also due to the existence of a gas volume
enclosed from two sides by anode faces. This volume is expected to
be enriched with fuel species reformed by the anode surfaces. In the
single-chamber type setup, a pair of cells in which anodes face each
other has been demonstrated by Shao et al. [18], and most likely a
similar phenomenon took place, though both anode and cathode
were exposed to the same fuel–air mixture in their system. Shao
et al. confirmed that an anode-facing-cathode geometry resulted
in almost zero OCV, probably because the active fuel species were
The performance of Pt-deposited cells (13 mm × 23 mm) with-
out and with a flame lit on top of the cell couple is shown in Fig. 4a
and b, where the inter-cellular gap was the same as mentioned
above. The fuel composition was premixed 8% n-butane/air with
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ig. 3. (a) Polarization curves obtained with 8% n-butane/air mixtures at inflow rates
etween 600 and 1600 ml min−1, (b) polarization curves with a flame lit on the cell
ouple (Fig. 1c), (c) dependence of the maximum power on the fuel inflow rate. Cells
ithout Pt deposition, cell area 13 mm × 23 mm.

nflow rates of 1200, 1400, and 1600 ml min−1. The variation of
CV with inflow rate decreased somewhat compared to cells with-
ut Pt-deposition. At the same time, maximum power output was
ncreased by around 10%. As shown in Fig. 4c, the dependence of cell
erformance on inflow rate became more pronounced compared to
ells without Pt deposition, a higher inflow rate leading to a higher
utput. The influence of the flame lit on the cell couple was only
eak, however always positive for output, which was not the case

or the cells without Pt deposition (Fig. 3c).
.3. Exhaust CO concentration

The dependence of CO concentration measured in the exhaust
f the cell couple on the inflow rate is shown in Fig. 5a for
% n-butane/air mixture supply. This graph is corresponding to
Fig. 4. Polarization curves of the Pt-deposited cells (a) without and (b) with flame
lit on the cell couple. (c) Dependence of the maximum power on the fuel inflow rate.
Cell area 13 mm × 23 mm.

Figs. 3a, 3b, 4a, 4b, and the power output was always higher than
1 W. With Pt deposition, CO concentration tends to become higher
compared with that without Pt deposition, suggesting the cat-
alytic reforming of n-butane was promoted by the deposited Pt.
The CO concentration increased with increasing inflow rate for the
Pt-deposited cell couple, whereas, without the Pt deposition, the
highest concentration (ca. 550 ppm) was detected with the low-
est inflow rate (1200 ml min−1) and decreased with an increase in
the inflow rate. Although this behavior must be related to the dif-
ference in CPO activity, a detailed interpretation is not possible at
the present stage. It is likely that cell temperature, which in turn is
affected by flow rate and CPO activity, plays an important role.

CO level drastically decreased when a flame was lit on the cell

couple, reflecting that CO was fully oxidized in the flame.

With a fixed inflow rate of 1200 ml min−1, the effect of n-butane
concentration on CO concentration is shown in Fig. 5b, where out-
put obtained under each condition is also given. CO concentration
increased linearly while the fuel concentration increased from 6%
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ture on the cell performance. A similar trend was also observed for
similar cells in a direct-flame type setup, where the power output
increased with increasing cell temperature up to ∼650 ◦C and then
decreased again [23]. This behavior can be interpreted to be caused
ig. 5. Correlation between CO concentration detected in exhaust and (a) the inflow
ate of 8% n-butane–air mixture, (b) the n-butane concentration at 1200 ml min−1

nflow rate, both with and without a flame lit on the cell couple.

o 10%. The concentration of the other partially oxidized fuel species
uch as H2 can be assumed to vary with the same tendency as CO,
nd accordingly reformed fuel will be richest at the highest sup-
ly concentration. Nonetheless, the highest output was observed
t intermediate concentrations. This is probably due to both a poor
uel utilization ability and an insufficient effective reaction area (i.e.,
ell size).

.4. Temperature distribution and effect of thermal insulation

Fig. 6 shows the typical temperature distribution on a cathode
urface of a cell couple generating power. The temperature on a
mall area close to the fuel inflow was above 800 ◦C, but as a whole,
he cell temperature was in the 600–700 ◦C range, and not homo-
eneous.

The effect of thermal insulation on the cell output is shown
n Fig. 7a, where the cell couple (13 mm × 23 mm) was thermally
nsulated within a cylindrically shaped, ca. 2.5 mm thick inorganic

oven fabric (cf. Fig. 1d) and fueled with 6% n-butane/air. The cell
emperature rose over 800 ◦C (measured by thermocouple), and the
niformity of the temperature was probably improved, though it
ould not be confirmed by optical thermometry since it was cov-
red. Due to the higher temperature, cell output was remarkably

mproved especially with low inflow rates. However, Fig. 7b shows
hat with increasing inflow rate, the cell output first increased to a
eak at 600 ml min−1 and then decreased again, although the cell
emperature is expected to further increase with increasing inflow
Fig. 6. Temperature distribution on a cathode surface of the cell couple.

rate. These results demonstrate the strong influence of tempera-
Fig. 7. Effect of thermal insulation on cell performance. (a) Polarization curves
with and without thermal insulation. (b) Correlation between fuel inflow rate,
OCV and the maximum power. Inflow n-butane concentration was 6%. Cell area
13 mm × 23 mm.
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y the electronic conductivity of the mixed-conducting SDC elec-
rolyte which is strongly promoted through increasing temperature
33,34]. For a high cell performance, an appropriate thermal man-
gement is important in order to keep temperature in an optimum
ange.

.5. Electrical efficiency

In this section, various influences on the electrical efficiency of
he SOFC/CPO system are analyzed following the approach of Vogler
t al. [24]. The total electrical efficiency ε is defined as the ratio of
lectrical power over heating power of supplied fuel,

= electrical power output of SOFC
heating power of supplied fuel

= IEVM

V̇inxbutaneHHVbutane
, (1)

here I (A) is the current, E (V) the cell voltage, V̇in (m3 s−1) the vol-
metric inflow rate at standard conditions, xbutane the butane mole
raction of the gas inlet, VM = 2.24 × 10−2 m3 mol−1 the molar vol-
me at standard conditions, and HHVbutane = 2.88 × 106 J mol−1 [35]
he higher heating value of n-butane. The efficiency ε is readily cal-
ulated because all terms in Eq. (1) are known for a given operating
ondition.

For further analysis, the total efficiency can be represented as
roduct of three contributions,

= εcpoεfuεcell. (2)

n the following, analytical expressions for these contributions
re derived based on a number of simplifying assumptions in
rder to approximate the importance of the various contribu-
ions.

.5.1. Available energy after catalytic partial oxidation εcpo

During CPO, a part of the fuel’s chemical energy is converted
o heat, and only a part εcpo is available for operating the fuel cell,
here

cpo = heating power of fuel available for SOFC after CPO
heating power of supplied fuel

(3)

In order to estimate an expression for εcpo, we hypothetically
eparate the fuel into a part nox

butane that is fully oxidized to CO2
nd H2O under heat release, and a remaining part whose full heat-
ng power is available for the SOFC. This separation is justified by
hermodynamics. With this assumption, εcpo is given by

cpo = nbutane − nox
butane

nbutane
, (4)

here nbutane is the total inflow rate of butane. We furthermore
ssume that the partial oxidation reaction rapidly consumes the
omplete available O2 (i.e., high catalytic activity). nox

butane can then
e expressed in terms of the supplied air nair according to the stoi-
hiometry of the butane oxidation reaction (21% O2 in air)

4H10 + 6.5 O2 + 24.45 N2 → 4 CO2 + 5 H2O + 24.45 N2, (5)

rom which it follows that nox /nair = 0.0323. Substituting into
butane
q. (4) and using the definition of the fuel mole fraction in the inlet
as xbutane = nbutane/(nbutane + nair) yields the desired relationship

cpo = 1.0323 − 0.0323/xbutane. (6)

Eq. (6) shows that the butane mole fraction should be as high
s possible for high cell efficiency. Catalytic partial oxidation can
ealize a higher efficiency (εcpo) compared with that of combustion
n a flame that is limited by flammable fuel concentration.
Sources 189 (2009) 950–957 955

3.5.2. Fuel utilization εfu

Catalytic partial oxidation is a relatively fast process taking place
inside the porous anodes. The fuel cell, in contrast, is governed by
comparatively slower electrochemical reactions and is typically not
able to convert all available partial oxidation products (H2, CO).
Thus, only a part εfu is used electrochemically, where

εfu = heating power of fuel consumed by SOFC
heating power of fuel available for SOFC after CPO

(7)

The fuel utilization can be expressed through the molar balance
of oxidizer (either O2− in the SOFC or O2 in gas phase) according to

εfu = oxidizer supplied by SOFC
oxidizer needed to complete fuel oxidation after CPO

= oxidizer supplied by SOFC
εcpo(total oxidizer needed for inlet fuel oxidation)

. (8)

Going over to a measure of the oxidizer in electron current yields

εfu = IVM

εcpo4FfstoichV̇inxbutane
, (9)

where F is Faraday’s constant and fstoich = 6.5 is the oxygen/fuel
molar ratio for stoichometric butane oxidation.

3.5.3. Cell’s electrical efficiency εcell

The electrical efficiency εcell of the fuel cell is defined here as

εcell = electrical power output of SOFC
heating power of fuel consumed by SOFC after CPO

(10)

In theory, the electrical efficiency of a fuel cell is ∼90%, given
via thermodynamical relationships as the ratio of the free enthalpy
over the enthalpy, �G/�H. In practice, polarization losses from
finite electrochemical kinetics and transport limitations reduce the
electrical efficiency. The quantification of εcell is possible via Eq. (2)
because the other contributions are known via Eqs. (6) and (9).

In the present work, the highest electrical efficiency was
obtained in the setup with thermal insulation (Fig. 7). For the inflow
rate of 400 ml min−1, butane concentration of 6% and maximum
power of 0.67 W, the total electrical efficiency is ε = 1.3%. This is a
low value, however must be seen in the light of the simplicity of the
system and its expected main application for combined heat and
power. Furthermore, it is more than twice the efficiency obtained
earlier with a direct-flame type setup [24]. The three contributions
can be quantified to εcpo = 49.4%, εfu = 3.6%, and εcell = 73.1%. In the
catalytic partial oxidation type setup, the efficiency of fuel con-
version εcpo is much larger than in the direct-flame setup (∼10%)
because higher equivalence ratios can be used. The most impor-
tant contribution to low overall efficiencies is the low utilization of
the partial oxidation products by the fuel cell. This is also the rea-
son for the observed high CO concentrations and flammability of
the exhaust gases. Fuel utilization could be increased by optimizing
the insulation design in order to allow lower inflow rates while still
keeping the cell temperature high. Finally, the polarization losses
of the cell additionally reduce overall efficiency. The calculated cell
efficiency (73.1%) is somewhat higher than what would be expected
from the polarization curves at maximum power density (ca. 50%
polarization losses); the reason for this discrepancy probably lies
in the simplifying assumptions in the above calculations.

3.6. High power per volume density cell modules
Since relatively high area-specific power densities of up to
270 mW cm−2 have been verified with a pair of cells that are
separated by a 2 mm gap, multi-cell structures are expected to
be able to provide a very high volumetric power density. Such
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ig. 8. Schematic structure of multi-cell configurations. (a) Parallel planar type, (b)
oaxial cylindrical type cell modules. (c) Fueling mechanism.

tructures could be of a planar parallel type or of a coaxial cylin-
rical type, as illustrated in Fig. 8. While the planar parallel type
ill be easier to fabricate compared with the coaxial cylindri-

al type, the latter will be superior in thermal efficiency to the
ormer type. When multiple rectangular cells are set up in a
0 cm × 10 cm × 10 cm space with a 2 mm gap and the obtainable
rea-specific power density is assumed 200 mW cm−2, an avail-
ble total power can be estimated as approximately 720 W. It is
xpected that the cell couple will work sufficiently even with an
nter-cellular distance of less than 2 mm, though this was not tested
n the present study because the gas supply nozzle was relatively

ide.
In practical applications, CO emissions should be minimized to

lmost zero from a safety viewpoint. The rate of fuel supply will
ccordingly need to be balanced to the total effective cell area in
n optimal thermal management. On the other hand, a good ther-
al insulation will not always produce the best result due to the

nfluence of the mixed-conducting electrolyte, and fuel utilization
fficiency is also limited. For these reasons, lighting and holding a
ame in the exhaust might be a solution. This will become a burner
r a heater utilizing this excessive heat from the system. This struc-
ure is similar to that proposed by Kendall et al. [32], though their
OFC has a single tubular structure. These types of fuel cells with
uch a heating function will have applications as combined heat
nd power system.

The present system still has plenty of room for improvements to

ealize a highly efficient self-sustaining power generation system.
o achieve this, optimization of thermal management, application
f a stabilized zirconia electrolyte instead of SDC to avoid electronic
oss currents, and use of thinner electrolytes in an anode-supported
ell structure will be effective approaches.

[
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[
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4. Conclusions

We have investigated the performance of an SOFC couple oper-
ated via in situ catalytic partial oxidation of n-butane. In this setup,
butane is partially oxidized by heterogeneous reactions inside the
porous anode, providing processed fuel and the heat required for
SOFC operation. Unlike in the direct-flame type setup investigated
earlier [22–24], there is no free flame and therefore the geometry of
the cell arrangement is not limited by the flame quenching distance.
The results of this study are summarized as follows.

• Power densities of up to 270 mW cm−2 were observed in a simple
and thermally self-sustained “no-chamber” arrangement of two
parallel anode-to-anode-facing SOFCs.

• The cell performance varied with fuel composition and inflow
rate. A strong influence of temperature on cell performance was
observed. By applying a thermal insulation, cell performance
could be significantly increased.

• A maximum electrical efficiency of 1.3% (HHV) was obtained. This
low value must be seen in the light of the simplicity of the system
and its expected main application for combined heat and power.

• High CO emissions of up to 1000 ppm were detected due to the
poor fuel utilization. They could be strongly reduced by lighting
a flame on top of the cell couple. The flame did not significantly
affect cell performance.

• The thin gap between cells (2 mm) verified in the present study
will allow a high volumetric power density when applied to
multi-cell structures such as a parallel planar cells or coaxial
cylindrical cells.
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